INSPIRATION® IMPORTER INCLUDED!
� ideamapper4kids is the next generation visual learning and writing tool for K-5

� Unique split screen view to help children tell stories with pictures and words

ide

� l000's of clipart pictures to help children illustrate and express their ideas
� Super 3D view to help understand relationships and connections
(gr K-5)
ideamapper4kids is a visual tool that can be used by children ranging from
Kindergarten - Grade 5.

ideamapper4kids helps students:

Utilizing the proven method of visual learning, ideamapper4kid•enables younger
students to develop new skills. For example broadening vocabulary, making visual
connections and deepening comprehension of subject matter.

•
•
•
•

ideamapper4kids works because it has been designed to complement the way
students think and express themselves, regardless of learning style.
As such, students of all abilities can use ideamapper4kids with confidence at all
times.
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Broaden vocabulary
Develop critical thinking skills
Improve reading and writing
Understand the connections/links
between things
Enhance understanding and
comprehension

l00's of core curriculum icons available!
Compatible with ChromeOS! Windows and
mac0S
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MassCUE offer: per student
1-year $2.89 each (20+)
3-year $7.89 each (1,000+)
specify ideamapper (gr 6-12) or
ideamapper4kids (gr K-5)
Contact Odessa for a quote
odessa@wrsecure.com

White Rock Cybersecurity | 8533 Ferndale Rd #101 Dallas, TX 75238 | 214-613-1568 | odessa@wrsecure.com

idea mapper

Contact Odessa for a quote:
odessa@wrsecure.com

(gr 6-12)

� Next generation visual learning and writing tool
� Never lose your old maps with unique Inspiration®
importer
� Use one program with built in word processer
� Compatible with Chrome OS, Windows & macOS

Combining innovative idea maps with word processing capabilities,

ideamapper is a unique and versatile software that captures creativity,

increases productivity and broadens understanding.

MassCUE offer: per student
1-year $2.89 each (20+)
3-year $7.89 each (1,000+)

Created for grades 6-12, ideamapper enables students to
brainstorm and input creative thoughts via visual mind maps,
using these as prompts to create well-structured work.
Using images and icons in maps aids creativity and helps the user
to absorb and retain more information.
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Improved structure: Whatever you write is structured automatically, with ideas and written content
instantly visible in split-screen mode.
Time-saving: Brainstorm, structure, write, edit & publish from one single application, and use the
‘auto-link’ tool to help get thoughts down before they disappear.
ideamapper helps the student to focus on specific areas of their work without
getting overwhelmed by the detail.

� Manage information in different forms: U�ique_ 3D view increases interactivity, providing a more
tactile sense of the abstract. It also helps visualize the structure of larger maps with ease.

� lOO's of templates for core curriculum. lOOO's of modern clip art images included.
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Benefits of ideamapper include:

� Compatible: Easily import and edit Inspiration® documents.

Astronomy
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